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Bootstrapping Your 
New Venture



Ya got to do it anyway!

The vast majority of our ventures WILL NOT get funded! 
This image of the funding funnel should be made into a poster and 
hung wherever entrepreneurs hang out.  This is the plain truth as 
reported by Angelsoft.net and it summarizes 21,933 deals with full 
blown business plans and executive summaries.  That’s the bad news.  

So the question becomes “What can the other 98% of us do?”
The good news is that most of us don’t need their money! 
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Want to be RICH?
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If you are like most 
people you will have 
one really excellent 
chance to become 
wealthy .

You will do so by 

eventually owning 

one asset that 

generates lots of 

income .

If you accept outside 
funding, you will work 
hard for years & either fail or end up with  a small 
fraction of that asset.



Rich? You betcha
The diagram to the right is deceptively simple.
But it is the key  to your future 
financial security.  Let’s call the 
one great idea you passionately 
pursue the “Asset” you develop.  
Your ownership of that asset is 
what produces your future income 
stream.  

Typically, we suggest that half 
the profit go back into your 

venture 
so it continues to grow.
So the diagram at the left is a little 
more accurate.  You will be glad to 
re-invest because you can then 
expect even more profit (and 
income) in the future.

But if you took capital funds you 
eventually lose most of that singular 
significant asset that you were going to 
passionately develop to set yourself free 
and change your life.  But wait.  The funds 
were going to allow you to have a smaller 
piece of a much bigger pie.  Let’s see.
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Let’s do the Math
Suppose there are two partners.  Each of you hopes to make more 
than $150k a year and at exit walk with $3 million.
After many years, you develop a 
venture with annual sales of $8 
million and a profit of 15%.  You are 
reinvesting 7.5% of the $8 million or 
$600k and splitting the remaining 
profit of $600k.  Let’s say you sell, 
get 6 times EBITDA and both split 
$7,200,000.

Or you take VC funds.  After a 
couple of rounds, you each own 7.5% 
because the investors have put in $5 
million.   They make you take a salary while re-investing the profits to 

grow, grow, grow.
	 At exit, the VCs want a 
return of 30 times the amount they 
lent to you (30 X $5M).  You both 
work real hard for years and take a 
modest salary.  You sell for 1 times 
revenue and have to grow the 
company to an (improbably) 

annual sales of $150 million before you can think about 
getting some return on your hard work and risk taking.

Moral:  Refuse to act with irrational hubris.  Humbly, 
patiently grow a valuable asset that you can own to 
produce income that enables you to become wealthy.      
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But How? 

Use the “TWO STEP PLAN” and 
	 	 Never FUND your venture. 
	 	 Always FUEL your venture (with revenue).  

You need resources and energy.  Get your energy [fuel] from 
customers.  They pay you for solving their problems, meeting their 
needs and making their pain go away!!  Get your physical resources 
from your partners.

The ‘Bootstrapping’ method is a simple but arduous process.  Figure 
out how long it will take and you will usually be right if you multiply 
by two.  Still it can be very rewarding and is the most common path to 
wealth.   
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Revenue is the fuel!
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Here is a comparison of our 
capital vs. money from our 
customers (Rev).  We didn’t get 
the $70 million all at once but 
then we didn’t need it all at once.

Your first partner will probably 
be your spouse.  It might be done 
without a committed spouse, I just 
have never seen it.
(Don’t tell Ruby about this picture or I am dead.)

X
Work with your business partners 
using the “Coin of Their Realm.”
We will delve into this in some detail, 
but here is a hint-->  it is almost 
never money!

You use revenue to invest in 
your venture.  Unfortunately we 
were in a “capital intensive 
business.” 



Partner, Partner, Partner
Coin of Their Realm
If you were in a foreign country and needed 
resources, wouldn’t you be smart enough to ask 
for the currency they have in their treasury. 

Suppose you needed 
scientific 
equipment...
you can approach a 
company that has tons 
of it sitting in the back room.  In exchange 
for great customer feedback (which they 

needed) they gave us $200,000 in 
instruments (which we needed)!

Need a instrument produced?
If your large manufacturing partner thinks you 
can help them sell lots of instruments in the 
future, they may put some engineering time and 
pull some parts off the shelf (AKA The Coin of 
Their Realm).  They may build you a dozen 
without charging you $150,000! 

Here is the secret!!
They will help you if (and only if) they are your partner.  They  are 
your partner if they succeed when you succeed.  Both companies 
were driven to help us help them sell lots more of their product.   
They gladly gave us instruments because we asked for what they had 
in their treasury (The Coin of their Realm).
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Someone you know...
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Has vacant office space Is a retired attorney looking to 
stay busy

Is a business person 
willing to advise

Has great connections and will 
offer introductions

Has lots of used furniture Is a vendor that wants to earn 
your future business

Can make you a prototype Has spare manufacturing 
capabilities they want to see 

used

Wants the opportunity to join 
your venture



Still think you need VCs?
You can (carefully) engage someone as your business partner. 
There are some advantages to having company along the long and 
winding road toward a sustainable business. 	 	 	  

*  Get a $100,000 talent for little or no money
	 *  Double your effort

*  Acquire complementing skills you will need

Stock ownership in your venture is the “Coin of Your Realm.”
But note that the word “engage” was chosen specifically to reflect 
that, if it doesn’t work out, the separation can be very messy. 

One last example of “The Power of a True Partner”                         
Try to decide much would you have to pay to get…

	 Produce/Service	 	 	 	 	 	 	     Amount
 10 liters of specialty chemical produced	 	 	                $X
… on a Sunday          $X0
… by a PhD chemist          $X0
… who owns the patent on the chemical                       $XX0
… who doesn’t need the money              $XX0
… is 69 years old and has major health problems                $XX00
… who owns his own company         $XX000

Answer:  No money. (He was a Partner!)

Be what the VCs call an Equity Hog and proudly 
proclaim ...
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Yes, you can 
have NONE of my 
company!


